
US HOMEFRONT DURING WW2 ESSAY

The American home front during World War II is recalled warmly in popular memory and cultural myth as a time of
unprecedented national unity, years in which Americans stuck together in common cause. World War II brought many
new ideas and changes to American life. Even though World.

When it became clear that other parts of the country did not want the evacuees, a new War Relocation
Authority ignored constitutional qualms and forcibly moved Japanese Americans to ten detention camps in
seven western states. Though he did not want to go into war especially after having just exited the depression,
he was left with no choice after the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor on December 7,  Housing shortages
plagued people moving to war-production centers. That pattern allowed him to play off assistants against each
other and to make the final choices himself. Supreme Court upheld the legality of the executive order in the
Korematsu v. The United States government spent over twice as much money fighting World War II as it had
spent on all previous programs since its creation. By the end of the war, half of all female workers were over
thirty-five. War, by its very nature, has always been a catalyst for change, and World War II followed that
pattern. Victory speed limits attempted to conserve fuel by requiring Americans to drive more slowly.
Between and , married women made up over 72 percent of the total number of female employees. The navy
had fewer than 5, vessels prior to the bombing at Pearl Harbor. At the peak of the industrial effort, women
constituted 36 percent of the civilian work force. The F. Although young women pacifists were not eligible for
the draft, they volunteered for unpaid Civilian Public Service jobs to demonstrate their patriotism; many
worked in mental hospitals. The war restored the self-confidence they had felt prior to the depression and
convinced them that what they wanted was within their grasp. They perform this undertaking through five
chief service areas: disaster relief, support of America 's military families, plasma donation, health and safety
services, and international services. At the same time, the demographic composition of the female labor pool
shifted. Millions of wives followed their husbands to military camps; for many families, especially from
farms, the moves were permanent. This was historically significant because flying a warplane had always been
a male role. Women whose husbands were at war were more than twice as likely to seek jobs. Those
housewives who worked found the dual role difficult to handle. Racial tensions[ edit ] The large-scale
movement of blacks from the rural South to urban and defense centers in the North and the West and some in
the South during the Second Great Migration led to local confrontations over jobs and housing shortages.
After Vice President Henry A. It was just to help out during the war. Beautifully designed and stocked with
images and information, this is a site to see!


